
We partner with the UW community on their innovation journey, providing tools, 

connections, and acumen to transform ideas into economic and societal impact. 

Investors connect with UW innovators and 
CoMotion-supported startups at DubPitch 

read more 

IP Advising, Protection & Licensing 

WORKING WITH INNOVATION MANAGERS 

CoMotion Innovation Managers have advanced 

degrees and extensive experience in a broad range of 

high-demand technical areas. Once you submit a 

Consultation Request, we match you with an 

Innovation Manager knowledgeable about your area 

of research. 

learn more 

Startups & Incubation 

ICOSAVAX TURNS TECH TO COVID-19 
VACCINE, RECEIVES $16.5 MILLION IN 
FUNDING 

Icosavax is using their virus-like particle (VLP) 

technology in the development of a COVID-19 vaccine 

and has recently received $16.5M from the Bill and 

Melinda Gates Foundation and Open Philanthropy 

for such efforts. 

read more 

Innovation Training 

CREATING AN INCLUSIVE CULTURE FROM DAY 
ONE 

Kim Vu, the global head of diversity, equity and 

inclusion at Remitly , is featured in this video from a 

recent Fundamentals for Startups streaming where 

she shares how founders can incorporate diversity, 

equity and inclusion early in their startup journey. 

view the video 

I-CORPS WINTER 2021 APPLICATIONS OPEN 

Do you have an idea that you think has commercial 

potential? Do you dream of starting a company 

sometime in the future? If so, applications 

are now open for the NSF I-Corps program powered 

by CoMotion Innovation Training in collaboration 

with WE-REACH. 

learn more and apply 

Funding & Partnerships 

UW COMOTION PARTNERS WITH NSIN 

Justin Dunncliff, newly appointed University Program 

Director of the National Security Innovation Network 

(NSIN) will bring together defense, academia and 

entrepreneurs expanding opportunities for students 

and faculty with new programs. 

read more 

HEALTH IT SOLUTIONS CHALLENGE 

The Administration for Community Living’s Social 

Care Referrals Challenge seeks health IT solutions to 

support health care systems and community-based 

organizations in partnering to provide holistic health 

and social care for older adults and people with 

disabilities. The total prize pool available is $500,000. 

Deadline to apply: December 14, 2020. 

learn more 

UW spinoffs and CoMotion-supported startups make headlines 

UW senior and former I-Corps participant Marium Raza develops app to 

connect uninsured communities with healthcare. Read more on the UW College 

of Arts & Sciences website 

UW spinoff Membrion's spray treatment could make cloth masks more 

effective against COVID-19. Read more in The Seattle Times or on the KING 5 News 

website 

Phase Genomics, a UW biotech spinoff, partners with QIAGEN to bring their Hi- 

C epigenetics solutions to the US market, helping researchers better 

understand key aspects of long-range genome architecture. Read more on the 

Phase Genomics website 

read the latest news 

Partner events 

TAKING RESEARCH TO MARKET IMPACT 
AS A CAREER LAUNCH 

Magali Dieny Eaton is CoMotion’s Assistant Director 

for Innovation Training and a faculty member at the 

University of Washington’s School of Law. In the last 

of three sessions in this seminar series on 

opportunities in bioscience careers, Magali will talk 

about how she turned her early entrepreneurial 

endeavors and academic research background into a 

career helping academics learn the skills to turn their 

research into impact through 

entrepreneurship. She'll present the four paths 

researchers take to create impact with their research, 

and the resources available as you consider this 

possible career track. 

DECEMBER 3, 2020, 12:00 - 1:00 PM 

register here 

GLOBAL ENTREPRENEURSHIP MONTH 

Governor Jay Inslee proclaimed November Global 

Entrepreneurship Month in Washington, kicking off 

nearly 50 online webinars and on-demand training 

sessions throughout the month to help people start 

new businesses and help current business owners 

pivot, rebuild or safely restart in the age of COVID-19. 

learn more 

BIOBASH 2020 

Life Science Washington Institute’s BioBash is a 

celebration of Washington state life science 

entrepreneurs and the partners that support them. 

This inaugural event will bring together 

entrepreneurs, mentors, investors, and ecosystem 

leaders to recognize the discoveries, achievements 

and innovations that have shaped Washington’s life 

science industry. 

NOVEMBER 18, 2020, 4:00 - 5:00 PM 

register here 

Meet a CoMotion Mentor 

CoMotion mentor Jun Shan Wey has devoted her career to research and development 

of photonics and optical communications technologies, in particular broadband optical 

access systems and networks. She received her Ph.D. in Electrical Engineering from the 

University of Maryland, College Park, and is active in the ITU Telecommunication 

Standardization Sector and the Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers. Shan is 

also part of the Optical Fiber Communications (OFC) conference technical program 

leadership committees and is currently a Senior Director of Fixed Networks Technology 

Strategy and Standards at ZTETX, USA. Her prior affiliations include startups Terabeam 

and Myrio, Fortune 500 and multinational corporations Siemens, Nokia Siemens 

Networks, and Coriant, and her own consulting firm, LightNotes. As an entrepreneur- 

savvy technologist, Shan has enjoyed being one of the volunteer mentors at CoMotion 

since 2015 to help UW researchers in their pursuit to commercialize their innovations. 

Find Jun Shan Wey on LinkedIn. 
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